2019 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Top Scholarships presented at the Engineering Excellence Gala, April 13, 2019:

$7,500 Scholarships

ACEC New York Merit Scholarships – Darren Lin, The City College of New York
Reaz Rahman, The City College of New York

New York Metro Area Scholarships to be presented at a Metro Meeting on Tuesday, May 21, 2019:

$5,000 Scholarships

WSP USA Scholarship – Aaron Fink, Cooper Union

$2,500 Scholarships

Erich Arcement Creative Consulting Scholarship – David (Jeahoung) Hong, Cooper Union
Hazen and Sawyer Scholarship – Kristen Wainwright, Columbia University
Mueser Rutledge Scholarship – Zhixuan Zhao, The City College of New York
Pennoni Scholarship – Amitesh Prabhudayal, The City College of New York
Sam Schwartz Engineering Scholarship – Gisselle Barrera, NYU Tandon School of Engineering
Stantec Scholarship – QiTong Han, Cooper Union
Syska Hennessy Group Scholarship – Patrick Varuzza, Columbia University
ACEC New York Long Island Region Scholarship – Britany D’Introno, Hofstra University (not attending)
Dagher Engineering Scholarship – Lizzette Salmeron, The City College of New York (not attending)
Langan Scholarship In memory of Maria Isabel Ramirez (09-11-01) – Katherine Wegleitner, Columbia University (not attending)

ACE Mentor Graduates to receive Scholarships at the Annual Meeting in NYC, June 5, 2019:
(at this meeting ACE Mentor Program of Greater New York will receive the Chairman’s Award)

$2,500 Scholarships

Jaros, Baum & Bolles Scholarship – Aidan Smolar, Cooper Union*
Loring Scholarship – Denise Claire Calungsod, NYC College of Technology*
STV Scholarship – Michele Dufflart, Manhattan College*
Thornton Tomasetti Scholarship – GinaMarie Napoli, Manhattan College*
AKF Scholarship – Caitlin Stanton, Cornell University* (not attending)

*ACE Mentor alumni
Upstate Scholarships to be presented at the Winter State Conference, January 26, 2020:

*2,500 Scholarships*

**ACEC New York Western Region Scholarship** – Wakil Pranto, University at Buffalo

**ACEC New York Eastern Region Scholarship** – Christina Pavlovsky, Union College

**HDR Scholarship** – Austin Reese, University at Buffalo